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SUNDAY POSTER SESSION 1  
Sunday 4:00-5:30 pm  

COVID-19, air pollution, and health studies
A1  Chen
A5  Kleeman
A8  Stingone
A9  Tonne

Health Effects Institute Energy program
M1  Baka (Brantley and Wen)
M3  Collett
M5  Franklin
M7  Hildebrandt Ruiz
M10  Hildebrandt Ruiz (Modi)
M11  Ryan

Rosenblith awardees
A12  Alderete (Holzhausen)
M13  Amini
A13  Antonelli
M14  Apte
C1  Arku
A16  Henneman
C3  Herting

Jane Warren awardees
C4  *Chow
C8  *Koolik
C9  *McIntyre
C12  *Shearston
C13  *Shupler
C15  *Stoffi

MONDAY POSTER SESSION 2  
Monday 1:00 – 2:30 pm  

Accountability studies
C2  Adar
C5  Baumgartner/Harper
C6  Ebelt/Rich
C7  Hystad
C10  Kinney

Contributions of wildland and agricultural burning to air quality & health
A2  Bell (Feng)
A3  Odman (Maji)

Global health
C11  Carroll*
C14  Wright

Improving exposure assessment for air pollution
M2  de Hoogh
M4  Hoek
M6  Katsouyanni
M8  Sheppard
M9  Weichenthal

Environmental Justice
A4  Baxter*
A6  Durant*
A7  Scammell*
A10  Walker*
A11  Wesson*

Health effects of exposure to traffic-related air pollution
M12  Dadvand/Sunyer (Rivas)
M15  Davidson*

Quantifying real-world impacts of non-tailpipe particulate matter emissions
A14  Evans
A15  Griffiths

*Study not funded by HEI
Poster presenter in () if not the principal investigator